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The price of apathy towards public affairs is to be ruled by evil men.
– Plato, ancient Greek philosopher

...The 20th century has been characterized by three developments of great political importance: The growth of democracy, the growth of corporate power, and the growth of corporate propaganda as a means of protecting corporate power against democracy.
– Alex Carey, Australian social scientist

The most effective way to restrict democracy is to transfer decision-making from the public arena to unaccountable institutions: kings and princes, priestly castes, military juntas, party dictatorships, or modern corporations.
– Noam Chomsky, M.I.T. emeritus Professor of Linguistics

On Tuesday, January 19 (2010), the Obama administration got a kick in the pants from the Massachusetts voters when they filled former Senator Ted Kennedy’s seat by electing a conservative Republican candidate. The essence of their message was: stop dithering and start governing; stop trying to satisfy the bankers and please the editors of Rupert Murdoch’s Wall Street Journal, and start caring for the ordinary people.

Two days later, President Barack Obama seemed to have understood the people’s message when he announced a “Volcker rule” that will forbid large banks from owning hedge funds that make money by placing large bets against their own clients, using information that these same clients gave them. It was about time. Such a policy should have been announced months ago, if not years ago.

On the same day, however, a nonelected body, the U.S. Supreme Court, threw a different challenge to the Obama administration. Indeed, on Thursday January 21 (2010), a Republican-appointed majority on the U.S. Supreme Court took it upon itself to profoundly change the U.S. Constitution and American democracy. Indeed, in what can be labeled a most reactionary decision, the Roberts U.S. Supreme Court, ruled that legal entities, such as corporations and labor unions, have the same purely personal rights to free speech as living individuals. Indeed, the First Amendment of the U.S. Constitution says “Congress shall make no law ... abridging the freedom of speech.
The only problem with such a wide interpretation of the U.S. Bills of Rights (N.B.: The first ten amendments to the United States Constitution are known as the Bill of Rights) is that this runs contrary its letter and its spirit, since it clearly states later on that “the enumeration in the Constitution, of certain rights, shall not be construed to deny or disparage others retained by the people, and reserves all powers not granted to the federal government to the citizenry or States.” The words “people” and “citizenry” clearly refer here to living human beings, not to legal or artificial entities such as business corporations, labor unions, financial organizations or political lobbies.

Such entities, for example, cannot vote in an election. Indeed, laws governing voting rights in the United States clearly establish that only “Adult citizens of the United States who are residents of one of the 50 states have the right to participate fully in the political system of the United States”. No mention is made of corporations or other legal entities.

However, with its January 19 (2010) decision, the majority on the Roberts U.S. Supreme Court is saying in effect that even if artificial entities cannot vote in an election, they can spend as much money as they like to influence the outcome of an election. Money is speech for them, and the more a legal entity has of it, the more it has a right to become powerful politically and control the political agenda.

In fact, what Chief Justice Roberts and his conservative Supreme Court majority have done is to overcome a century-old democratic tradition in the United States in granting a constitutional right to business corporations and to banks, (because they are really the ones with a lot of money), to use their enormous resources to not only participate in debates about public issues, but also, and above all, to de facto dictate the election of candidates of their choice to public office.

That’s plutocracy, not democracy!

Plutocracy is defined as a political system characterized by “the rule by the wealthy, or power provided by wealth.” Democracy, on the other hand, is defined as a political system where political power belongs to the people. This means “a political government either carried out directly by the people (direct democracy) or by means of elected representatives of the people (representative democracy). The terms “the power to the people” are derived from the words “people” and “power” in Greek.

This fundamental idea of democracy was well summarized by President Abraham Lincoln, in his 1863 Gettysburg Address, when he said that it is “a government of the people, by the people and for the people.” This is a definition that is based on the basic democratic principle of equality among human beings.
But now, the Roberts Court’s decision must have made President Lincoln turn in his grave, because that decision, in effect, transfers political power from the living “people” to artificial corporate entities, with tons of money to spend. If Congress does not act quickly to reverse this decision, legal entities will be able to spend freely in the media to support or oppose political candidates for president and Congress, and this, as far as the last moment of a political campaign. This is quite something!
America could Capsize from the Hole Hypocrisy has made in it

The devaluing of the American dollar over the last five years has made every American's worth 50% less than before. The Americans have allowed hypocrisy to expound and the unequal education has made most students think education is a joke. Everyone devalues education and looks for the easy way out. The best expression of lazy stupidity and how marketing has taken over is the election of George Bush for two terms. George was a stupid psychopath who hurt the country. If you hired a set of trained intellectual terrorists to plot how to hurt America, you could not have hurt America more. His devastating and destructive legacy has now made every American poorer, hated, and less respected. There are still Americans with their chest stuck out trying to get themselves to believe that America is still the leader of the world. But inside they know different, and their own self deception is weakening. It will take more than bravado to save America. The global recession that began in America's housing market has shaken the world's economic order and possibly knocked the United States down a notch or two or more, maybe much more. The spendthrift American consumer is out of money. American wages are flat. Despite some hopeful signs, the U.S. economy could muddle along for decades. Technology has shifted from America to other countries. And as oil shifted from Texas oil men to Arab henchmen, America has made many other countries rich. The lazy shortcut driven Americans have all went on strike for more and more pay only for most of them to be laid off as victims of takeovers and early sale of the assets of their company. Only America has such cruel takeovers and asset sales leaving thousands into millions of workers out of jobs. Everyone wants to be rich. Lying and hypocrisy thrive in America. And if they don't watch America could go bankrupt. Even now they are borrowing from the Chinese and Japanese.

Meanwhile, actions in China -- rather than in the United States -- may have been the trigger for a global economic recovery. Many other nations will grow faster than the United States over the next few years and command an increasing share of the world's resources. In the Chinese constitution it is said that the government must encourage and develop the sense of self discipline in the people. Americans have all but lost the idea of self discipline.

"The message to Americans," says Mauro Guillen, an economist at the University of Pennsylvania's Wharton School, "is you need to redouble your efforts to be more competitive." Another suggestion is to not be so greedy. Work harder steal less.
American innovation has solved daunting problems before and could again. But it would be a grave mistake to assume that American prosperity will continue on some preordained upward course. Nations rise and fall, often realizing what happened only in retrospect. To rebuild America we need to be focused onto the mistakes and the problems of the past. Here are some of the many problems that are undermining our future prosperity:

**America is a land of have and have-nots**

The Federal Reserve is not owned by Americans but is owned by the Ultra Rich bankers. These people are above the law. The Federal Reserve does not need to account to the American government. They do not need to account to anybody or anything. Each American now owes the Federal Reserve more than $40,000 usd. Our debt to the Federal Reserve is approaching twenty trillion dollars. This means that Americans have become a land of indentured servants working only to pay taxes to go to the Federal Reserve. And with the interest charged per minute, we can never be free. This massive con job Federal Reserve was pushed into existence by a trick of the government in 1913 and 1914. Woodrow Wilson said of this that he had doomed his country to death by allowing the bankers to take control. We are now seeing the possible death of America with such large hypocrisy as this. We think we are free and that we own our possessions but we are all debtors to a country who is sinking us deeper into debt. Illusions of ownership, material wealth, equality and freedom stop us from seeing the truth.

**America has no real health care but disease care**

The system of health insurance has failed and people are not getting healthier but they are getting poorer. The medical system is run by corporations bent on profit not people. Health care is more and more expensive. And attempts to give all a care will bankrupt the system when everybody got their hands out. There is a basic lack of understanding of the biology and health taught in schools and the killers, processed foods, nitrate meats, processed sugars, synthetic compounds, tobacco, and drugs, drugs, drugs all killing and making us sick. There is no working definition of health. And no consciousness of
stress effects by the main players, the FDA and the AMA. So the rich get richer and the poor get poorer. The people causing the health care problem are getting rich and don’t want their excessive profits taxed. They then invest their money into drugs and hospitals to get secondary benefits from causing disease, charge to palliate the symptoms. Don’t cure them palliate and make them dependent on a drug. Make them run to a doctor in fear when their child snifflies. We have a “wake you up to give a sleeping pill” system; with “did you take your meds” as the key mantra. All about drug co. profit.
FDA employees trained in synthetic drugs and hope to get better paying jobs, grants, trips, favors to relatives and friends by drug companies. They are unable to see the dangerous evidence based synthetic drugs.
Too Many Americans don’t want to work

Sure, now that jobs are scarce, everybody’s willing to put in a few extra hours to stay ahead of the ax. But look around: We still expect easy money, hope to retire early and embrace the overly simplistic messages of bestsellers like “The One Minute Millionaire” and “The 4-Hour Work Week.”

Unfortunately, the rest of the world isn’t sending as much money our way as it used to, which makes it harder to do less with more. White-collar jobs are now migrating overseas just like blue-collar ones. Kids in Asia spend the summer studying math and science while American mall rats are texting each other about Britney and Miley.

“We need a different mind-set,” says Guillen. “People need to invest more in their own future. Instead of buying stuff at the mall, spend the money on evening classes. Learn a language or skills you don’t have.”

I recently interviewed entrepreneur Gary Vaynerchuk, who transformed his father’s neighborhood liquor store into a $60 million business anchored by the Web site winelibrarytv.com. An overnight success? Hardly. Vaynerchuk has big plans, and
he works at least 16 hours a day to achieve them. "If you want to work eight hours a day," he says, "you're going to get eight-hour-a-day results. There's nothing wrong with that, but I don't want to hear you bitch about money if you're only willing to work eight hours a day." Take pride in what you do, enjoy the work, and bring a positive sense to the job.

Vaynerchuk is only 33, but he has something in common with John Bogle, the founder of the Vanguard mutual fund company, who's 80 years old. I talked to Bogle recently about how Americans need to change their approach to work and money. He told me this: "We need more caution, more savings and we may have to work harder. Maybe we need more people who like to work and don't count down every day till retirement."

Too Many Americans don't want to sacrifice

Why should we? The government is standing by with stimulus money, banker bailouts, homeowner aid, cash for clunkers, expanded health care and maybe more stimulus money. And most Americans will never have to pay an extra dime for any of this. Somehow, $9 trillion worth of government debt will just become somebody else's problem. The American government can just print money, make it from paper. And the rest of the world will just smile and let us. Actually they won't that is why the big devaluation of the dollar will happen when the Ultra Rich have properly removed more of their liquid investments from the US shores. With it impossible to attack the Ultra Rich what else can we do but let someone else do it. Everyone is afraid, and most problematic is the lawyers are afraid. Lawyers used to fight for law but now they all just play let's make a deal. They are afraid to step out of the line, afraid to stand up to the Ultra Rich, afraid to do their job.

When he was campaigning, candidate Barack Obama dabbled with the "personal responsibility" theme, and in his acceptance speech in November he called for a "new spirit of sacrifice."

Obama's plan is to get a tiny portion of the American public -- the wealthy and the corporations-- to pay higher taxes for the benefit of the majority. Hey, if we can convince 1% of the population to bear some responsibility for fighting two open-ended wars that is supposedly in the interest of every American. It would just be best to tell the middle class that if they want something, they need to earn it themselves. The Ultra Rich has manipulated the system for profit and should now be asked to help out. Obama Ultra Rich and corporation tax will get over 2 trillion of the debt back. Apparently a good start, but more will be needed. There is enough money in the excess of the Ultra Rich to fund this recovery. Joy, pride, equality, honesty, transparency, caring, sharing. Honor all of these and more need to be brought back into the system.
Way TOOOOO MANY Americans are uninformed and uneducated

The health care battle-- sorry, “debate” -- is Exhibits A, B and C. The soaring cost of health care is a problem that affects most Americans. Those shrinking paychecks, squeezing small businesses, bankrupting families and swelling the national debt add to the burden. Yet outraged Americans seem most concerned about media fictions like death panels and government-enforced euthanasia, while clinging to the myth that our current system of selective availability and perverse incentives somehow represents capitalist ideals. The public is easily diverted and the media shapes all attention and thought. Hypocrisy rules but few see it. The Ultra Rich controlled media influences our perspective.

People who lack the sense to question Big Lies always end up in deep trouble. Being well informed takes work, even with the Internet. In a democracy, that's simply a civic burden. If we're too foolish or lazy to educate ourselves on health care, global warming, financial reform and other complicated issues, then we're signing ourselves over to special interests of the Ultra Rich who see nothing wrong with plundering our national -- and personal -- wealth.
Science has become a search for funding not a search for truth

It is foolish to think that technology will solve the problems that technology caused. Scientist's opinions can be bought for a fee. Money is in control and Machiavelli was right. The Ultra Rich control science and use it for profit. Protestors and those who believe in truth are made fun of in the media, and not allowed into the science club. We used to look up to scientists but now we view them as most often self interested, arrogant or paid to say the things they say.

Energy is a problem, the Environment is a problem

The same oil that powers our cars and comes from deep in the earth can be grown on farms. There is Bio-mass, Bio-fuels, wind, solar etc not really being tapped. Our problem is too much carbon dioxide and too little oxygen in the air. If we switch to farming our energy, we have plants taking in carbon dioxide and giving off oxygen. All the while the plants are supplying us with bio-fuels and bio-mass, Problem solved. America is no longer dependent on foreign oil, the environment is saved, people move to more rural farming communities that improve health, more good healthy air, more fresh food, less congestion, less crime. Hydroponics brings water desalination and life to the dry deserts; we channel sea water and remove the threats of rising sea, and a host of cleaner lifestyle choices all from using plants rather than drilling for oil. Brazil has made major advances in the way of getting energy from plants. They even use sugar to make plastics and other chemicals that used to be only petro-chemical. The technology exists today to do this. But America is under control of the Ultra Rich who want us to keep the money flowing to the Arab world. With very little help we could jump to a new system of energy and save planet, money etc. but the Ultra Rich don't want this. So America is the leader in pollution and oil consumption.

The I Culture

We may be chastened by the recession, but Americans still believe they deserve the best of everything -- the best job, the best health care, the best education for our kids. But now we do not have the best of any of these. America is way down the list for almost all good categories except cost of health care, where it is the leader by far. And we want everything at a
discount -- or better yet, free -- which brings us back to the usual disconnect between what we want and what we're willing
to pay for. What's in it for me is the guideline.

Rationing is a dirty word, so we can't have a system that officially rations something as vital as health care or education.
Instead, we have unacknowledged, de facto rationing that directs the most resources to those with the best connections,
the most money or the savvy to game the system.

What keeps the rest of us content is the illusion that we, too, eventually might be able to game the system -- as long as the
government doesn't interfere. There is a possibility to hit the lottery, make the NBA, sell drugs, retire to Hawaii, get an
insurance settlement and somehow beat the game. As if material goods and money were all it needed. Solutions that serve
some public good -- like Social Security and bank deposit insurance in the 1930s and Medicare in the 1960s -- usually require
everybody to give something to get something. If it works, the overall benefits outweigh the costs.

Good programs leave individuals the option to pay more if they want more. Bad programs promise more than they can
deliver. But often we don't know that until it's too late. True solution could come from facing the hypocrisy.

To get out of the toilet America has slipped into we need to go from a “ME ME” society to a “WE WE” society. We can take a
“We WE” to get out of the toilet.
What a bunch of knuckleheads: according to Zogby, the majority of Americans—three in four—can correctly identify Larry, Curly, and Moe as the Three Stooges. Only two out of five respondents, however, can correctly identify the executive, legislative, and judicial branches as the three wings of government.
America has lost some of its Honor

The average American tells three lies every ten minutes. The marriage vows of love forever are 85% broken. A business man can make a deal in one room and another in a different room on the same day. Americans feel it is Ok to lie to themselves, and to others. All because they know the system lies to them every day so it must be Ok. In Norway and Sweden and other Scandinavian countries the public transport is on the honor system, and 99% pay. If the American subway system was to use the honor system almost no one would pay. We have less and less a sense of right and wrong. In a recent poll 65% of American children thought it was Ok to commit a crime as long as you don't get caught. This is a tragedy. And for the people who are annoyed by this truth, I'll wager you live in a good neighborhood with good expensive public schools. 25% of American children going to school are below the poverty line, more than any other country. In Europe it is 10%.

America is has become the land of incredible Hypocrisy

There are so many incredible and unbelievable hypocritical ideas, procedures and things in America. The leading killers of people are tobacco and doctor prescribed pharmaceuticals, with millions of deaths and associations with deaths. The FDA is to protect us but the killers are allowed to kill as the FDA chases alternative medicine. The hypocrisy is astounding.

There is public water, public roads, public utilities and public areas, where there is equality. There is no Gucci water system or Armani roads. But in education there is vast vast vast differences. The public education is still based on local taxes, so there is an incredible difference in the money for education in a state. In most grade schools and high schools there is little chance for a good education, and this produces four big problems 1. Lack of respect for education 2. Lack of caring for others 3. Areas of ghetto devastation, 4. Rising Crime as certain people have no other resort. The land of the free has more people in jail by far more than any other. And 99% of those in jail are from less funded lower class PUBLIC schools. The jobs will go to the people graduating from the schools with more money. Not public education at all. In fact since the most prevalent difference between the people living in poor school areas versus rich areas is race, the unequal system produces apartheid. The unequal education system maintains and encourages racism, those graduating from poor schools with little money, appear to be stupid, when it is a product of hypocrisy. The simple solution of a state or country to give equal economic education is not even aloud to be discussed. People who discuss this seem to vanish. Children grow up asking why and the parents say Because I say so. People grow up asking why and the Ultra Rich say Because I say so. There is a different set of laws for people who can afford good lawyers. O.J. Simpson’s case would have turned out different with public offenders. Equality as a word is laughable, as an American concept ludicrous.

The hypocrisy of the media is extreme. The movie industry is of just a few chosen few insiders who don't rock the boat. The music industry who used to have protest singers has no been under control of a few ultra rich who deny access from true protest. The news media tell us one per cent of the truth of what's really happening. The marketing media tell the uneducated public what to buy, when to wear it and when to buy another. The celebrity culture is designed to make us feel inadequate, give us false hope and drive us into conformity. Ultra Rich hypocrisy is at the heart of American problems.

As today’s children grow up and pose questions on the hypocrisy, they are met with scolding, witticisms like you can't fight city hall, keep your mouth shut and get with the program. They are taught to fear power, obey authority and remain stupid. Just get by and find what happiness you can in drugs, sex, or music. And as music slips more and more non-verbal, less and less protest is allowed. The protesters are humiliated, maliciously aligned, and dealt with severely, all just below the
uncomfortable level to not get too much attention. Conform and stand in the proper line say the proper thing and you will be OK. School cares more for conformity and reduced tension than education. “Step out line and they take you away” as BS once said. The minds become dull and the ultra Rich get richer. And after America is under indentured slavery and mindless oppression the Ultra Rich will try to move elsewhere and they will find out that they can’t fool or control everyone. Sexuality and sexual identity is a decision for the brain or big head to make. But in America all are taught to think with the little head. Your sexual identity is decided not in your big head brain but in your little head penis. Whether you have one or not makes you male or female. In fact most of American culture is encouraged to think with the little head. Turn on the music video channels and see how sex is used to help you make every decision. America thinks with the little head and you what trouble can then result. Latent homosexuals in the media will not allow stories of sexual freedom to be shown.

So the attacks on me went from regulatory to media, to revoking my American passport. All because of my social protests and greatness of free spirit. Freedom expressed in writing articles like this and making movies the way I do. The small petty minded army of the Ultra Rich attacks me. The recent financial crisis has seen the destruction of a host of banks. The remainder are funded and controlled by the Ultra Rich who fund and control the drug companies. So when I proved that synthetic compounds are not compatible with the human body, I became a threat. With ten words appearing in my movies I became more. Those ten words are “if I were you I’d sell my drug company stock”. The chain reaction of these words could destroy the American economy. America has invested its future in a lie. Synthetic drugs are not compatible with life. The simple truth could destroy a nation.

The Ultra Rich controls every aspect of American life. The hypocrisy makes some that can see this, feel depressed and helpless. And some of them resort to drugs or alcohol to forget. Some who see this succumb to the pressure and drop out. This makes for a bad society of drones and some protesters dismissed in the media as cranks. But as the Angel I hope you will see that there is hope for America. It lies in breaking the back of the Ultra Rich. It lies with the Americans waking up. We must fight against the Ultra Rich and their army of small petty minds. The Angel Book was written to help. America must reduce its greed, avarice, hypocrisy, anger, and false beliefs. America can be saved and restored to the days of glory, through compassion, caring, sharing, truth, equality and freedom.
TOTALCRISE

PANIC BUTTON

START RUNNING
Danger Is minen

DON'T THINK
Stay Fearful And Alert

OBETHORDERS
We, The Ultra Rich led Media will tell you to Think and Act
We should be panicked. The Ultra-Rich and the FDA want to completely control medicine and the profit. The FDA has gradually given itself more and more control over medicine. The idea is that soon there will be an automatic prescription of a SINthetic drug given to you for any ailment. A blood test or perhaps a DNA test or maybe a symptom and a drug and dose will be automatically made without real human intervention. And if you don’t go to the doctor they will punish you. And if the doctor resists he will lose his license. There would be absolute control of medicine by the drug companies.

The drug company’s synthetic drugs have all failed and they need to make their use mandatory to make you use them. This anal retentive form of government control is possible in a system where intelligence is so low and complete control over the minds of the population has come about.

Nationalize Medicine?

100,000 die annually using FDA’s “safe and effective” drugs
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COUNTERTHINK

FACT: China executed its top FDA official for accepting bribes from drug companies. In the U.S., such officials get promoted.

Do Not Listen to Desire’ Dubouneet, your Dr knows best.
COUNTERTHINK

WELCOME TO HELL

MURDERERS

ANIMAL ABUSERS

PHARMACEUTICAL REPS

IS THIS WHERE WE GET OUR BONUS?
The Hidden Wealth of the Richest 1%

Including or excluding the so-called "couch potatoes", Americans take in more information than they ever have. Newscasters such as Ted Koppel, Dan Rather, Tom Brokaw, Robert McNeil, and Jim Lehrer are as well known to this generation as Walter Cronkite was to previous generations. Not only do people watch their favorite newscasters regularly, they read mountains of newspapers and magazines as well.

Because the American media claims to be the freest in the world, few have reason to suspect that their mass media information is being very carefully controlled and colored. The shocking truth is that the American public is being purposely kept in the dark about many vital realities. For example are you aware that:

THE RICHEST 1 (ONE) PERCENT OF AMERICANS possess more wealth than THE COMBINED WEALTH OF THE BOTTOM 90 (NINETY) PERCENT.
Despite how incorrect that statistic may first appear, there is definitely no error or misprint involved. Not only that, the full significance of the above statement is rather difficult to instantly appreciate, so we'll take a moment more to consider its implications.

Because the richest 1% prefer to associate almost exclusively with members of their own social and economic standing, few members of the bottom 90% of Americans have ever even met a millionaire let alone a billionaire.

Consequently if you belong to the bottom 90%, you can think of the wealth of the richest 1% as:
more wealth than the combined assets of every American you have ever met, plus all the assets of every American you would be likely to meet on a trip that took you through every single city and town in the nation!!

If you haven't been thinking of the rich and their wealth in quite that light, I suggest you begin to, because that information is only the tip of the iceberg of information being actively suppressed by the so-called freest media on the planet. Many references will be made throughout the book to the bottom 90%, so it is appropriate that we try to define the group a little more precisely.

Since the average person in the West considers himself or herself a member of the middle class, logic as well as popular opinion would suggest that half or more of the population fits into it. Initially then, let's arbitrarily consider that American society is comprised of 60% middle class, 20% lower class, and 20% upper class. Because the combined middle and lower economic classes only account for 80% of the population, the bottom 90% of society must also include half of the so-called upper class as well!

This means that the bottom 90% is comprised of:

1) Every member of the middle class
2) Every member of the lower class
3) Half the members of the wealthy upper class

So now our original statistics can be interpreted to mean that:

THE RICHEST 1 (ONE) PERCENT of Americans own more wealth than:

1) ALL of the wealth of ALL of the MIDDLE class
   COMBINED WITH
2) ALL of the wealth of ALL of the LOWER class
AND ADDED TO

3) ALL of the wealth of the bottom HALF of the UPPER class

If you are surprised or shocked, don’t feel bad. The elite have gone out of their way to ensure that you didn’t know it. Nevertheless, my initial choice of (20%, 60%, and 20%) to represent the upper, middle, and lower class population percentages was arbitrary, so if you think the arbitrary percentage breakdown of society was at fault, I welcome you to run your own idea of the class percentages through the preceding model. No matter what figures you choose, the bottom 90% of society would still have to include ALL of the lower class, plus ALL of the so-called middle class, plus a portion of the upper class. The staggering significance of the wealth of the richest 1% will not alter. Go ahead and try it.

The Hidden Wealth of the Next Richest 9%

Up to this point, we have referred only to the richest 1% and the bottom 90%. However, sandwiched in between those two groups is another wealthy minority, the next richest 9%. Let’s now find out how that group fares economically. You may be stunned to learn that:

THE NEXT RICHEST 9 (NINE) PERCENT also possess more wealth than THE COMBINED WEALTH OF THE BOTTOM 90 (NINETY) PERCENT

As unbelievable as it sounds, there are two minority groups, not just one, that own more assets than the bottom 90%. These two statistics alone should leave little doubt that the bulk of the wealth in America is owned by a very small minority of super rich individuals. This reality contrasts so drastically with the “equal opportunity”, “equal prosperity” concepts fed to the bottom 90% and the world at large, that statistics such as these have had to be suppressed. Again, there is no misprint. The only deceit involved is that the bottom 90% have been purposely kept in the dark about wealth distribution realities.

Hidden Permanent Prosperity For The Rich

If you were unaware of the severity of wealth distribution inequities, then you are probably in for an even bigger surprise to learn that the rate, at which the economic elite are getting richer, is simply astounding.

Statistics published in Forbes magazine’s annual survey of America’s billionaires expose this little known but shocking reality. In 1982 there were 13 billionaires; in 1983...15; in 1984...12; in 1985...13; in 1986...26; in 1987...49. Note carefully that prior to 1986 the number of American billionaires had averaged around 13. Then the Reagan administration drastically altered the wealth distribution patterns by introducing new tax legislation favoring the top 1%. In 1986 the number of billionaires DOUBLED, and by 1987 the number of billionaires had virtually
QUADRUPLED to 49!! By 1988, there were 68 individuals or families that each had net wealth in excess of $1,000,000,000. By 1989, the number had risen precipitously to 82. And by 1990, the Forbes survey reported the staggering total of 99!! With favorable tax laws in place, the super rich can enjoy bonanza years even during recessions!! The tax laws that allowed this to happen are still in place, and will remain in place till enough people get sufficiently concerned to insist that they be changed.

Pornography was the great vice of the Seventies; Plutography - the graphic depiction of the acts of the Ultra Rich - the great vice of the Future. Quotation of Tom Wolfe

The Ultra Rich has secretly taken over all media and control most everything you hear, read, see on TV, see in a Movie, Hear on the radio and taste in a restaurant. In 2008 because of 911 America gave itself the right to listen to all electronic communications including telephone conversations, e-mails, bank transactions, and more. And the ultra rich buy access to this info. So they hear what you say, determine how to make you want you do not want, they can then sell you anything or get you to believe anything they want you to believe. They are now the power. They pay no taxes, they have no accounting, they have their own laws, and they do whatever they want. And you are the puppet slave paying for them. America is now a Plutocracy owned and operated by the Ultra Rich. No longer the land of the free it is the land of the stand in line and conform.
Here is your new pledge of allegiance.